
DUBAI: As the sun rises over Dubai’s desert, the Al-Qudra cycling
track is already in full swing as riders leave behind highways and
skyscrapers to hit an 80-kilometre trail. Every weekend, all year -
even in the blistering summer heat - hundreds if not thousands of
bike enthusiasts head to Al-Qudra, some 50 kilometers (about 30
miles) from the city centre.

Its lunar-like landscape devoid of cars is a change of pace for
many from their urban lifestyle and a chance to connect with nature
and perhaps spot an Arabian oryx, a rare member of the antelope
family. Despite temperatures that often top 40 degrees Celsius (104
degrees Fahrenheit) with high humidity, cycling has sharply risen in
popularity in the United Arab Emirates. It hasn’t hurt that UAE Team
Emirates rider Tadej Pogacar has won the last two editions of the
Tour de France, the world’s most prestigious cycling race.

New cycling infrastructure is always cropping up in the capital
Abu Dhabi as well as Dubai, where the second annual ‘Dubai Ride’
takes place on Friday along the city’s main highway. Emirati triath-
lete Asma Al-Janahi, 28, describes Al-Qudra as her favorite place
in Dubai and a trip there equivalent to meditating.  “You get away
from the city, and you just go see Mother Nature, this beautiful
desert,” the sports administrator at New York University Abu Dhabi
told AFP.  “It is very peaceful... seeing some birds and oryx. You feel
so connected to that place, especially with a bike.” 

‘Moving fast’ 
Opportunities for cyclists are growing in the UAE, in line with a

global boom in the sport. Abu Dhabi’s Formula One circuit is handed
over to cyclists several times a week, with other tracks available
across the emirate. The ‘Dubai Ride’ was launched with great cer-
emony last year, with Crown Prince Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed
leading the parade of cyclists down the six-lane Sheikh Zayed Road.

German Wolfgang Hohmann, who opened a bike shop in Dubai
with his wife in 2002, says the emirate, better known for its love of

four-wheel drives and luxury cars, has come a long way.  “Dubai
was not as developed as it is now, and we didn’t have a cycle track,”
he told AFP, saying it has been a “long journey” since they first
opened the store.  “We have now a ProTour team winning the most
important race in the world, (and) we have thousands of cyclists on
the weekend on the cycle tracks,” he said. According to Yousif
Mirza, the only Emirati pro-cyclist, the sport in the UAE is “moving
fast, as fast as the wheels on a bike”, he told AFP. 

“Year on year, the progress is noticeable. The government is
sparing no effort when it comes to building tracks,” said Mirza, who
represented the UAE at the 2016 Rio Olympics. But even away from
the mega-malls and massive highways, said Natika Lewis, a cyclist
from Wales, cycling is not free of Dubai’s “see and be seen” culture.
“Dubai is always about bigger and better, so people want the better
bike, they want the better kit,” she said. “People are really compet-
itive, Emiratis and expats.” — AFP 
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DUBAI: Bike enthusiasts ride at the Al-Qudra cycling track in Dubai’s desert. — AFP 

Dubai cyclists hit the desert as 
sport gains traction, popularity 

New cycling infrastructure cropping up in Abu Dhabi 

Taleban supreme
leader warns
against infiltrators 
KABUL: The supreme leader of the Taleban
warned yesterday against the danger of turn-
coats and infiltrators in the movement that has
taken charge of Afghanistan. Reflecting the se-
riousness of the threat, the reclusive Haibatullah
Akhundzada issued a rare written public state-
ment to urge Taleban commanders to purge
their ranks.

In it he says “all those elders of their groups
must look inside their ranks and see if there is
any unknown entity working against the will of
the government, which must be eradicated as
soon as possible. “Whatever wrong happens, the
elder will be responsible for the consequences
of the actions in this world and in the afterlife,”
he warned, in a statement tweeted out by multi-
ple Taleban accounts.

The Islamist militant movement seized power
in August after overrunning the capital and oust-
ing the collapsing US-backed government, de-
claring a new Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan. But
after 20-years of guerrilla warfare, the Taleban

has been forced to expand their ranks rapidly by
recruiting former foes, allied Islamist militants
and young madrassa students. Now that it is the
government, the movement faces attacks in its
turn from hardline factions like the Islamic State-
Khorasan (IS-K).

The groups are now bitter rivals, but there
has been movement between them over the
years and they both employed tactics like suicide
bombings and civilian massacres to destabilize
the former regime. On Tuesday, at least 19 peo-
ple including a Taleban commander were killed
in a gun and suicide bomb attack claimed by IS-
K on a military hospital in the heart of Kabul.
Taleban commanders insist that they can re-es-
tablish stability and security, but there have also
been killings blamed on Taleban elements or ex-
tremist infiltrators.

Last week, for example, gunmen who pre-
sented themselves as Taleban shot dead three
wedding guests in a dispute about the playing
of music, which the movement frowns upon.
Taleban spokesman insisted the killers were
not acting under orders and promised they
would be punished. In his statement,
Akhundzada said Taleban unit commanders
must take the time to sit down with their re-
cruits to “try to work on their manners and
behavior so that these mujahideen can work
better for his leader.” —AFP 

Saudi, UAE join
Western calls
against Sudan coup
WASHINGTON: Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates, which enjoy close ties with
Sudan’s military, joined the United States and
Britain Wednesday in urging the leaders of last
week’s coup to restore the civilian government.
The united front with the two Arab powers,
which previously had only emphasized stability
in Sudan, comes amid guarded hopes in Wash-
ington that the military can be persuaded to ac-
cept a face-saving climbdown. 

“We endorse the international community’s
serious concern with the situation in Sudan. We
call for the full and immediate restoration of its
civilian-led transitional government and institu-
tions,” said a joint statement released by the US
State Department. “We encourage the release of
all those detained in connection with recent
events and the lifting of the state of emergency,”
the statement said. 

“Violence has no place in the new Sudan, on
this point we encourage an effective dialogue
between all parties, and we urge all to ensure

that the peace and security for the people of
Sudan is a top priority.” Notably absent from the
joint statement was neighboring Egypt, ruled by
general-turned-president Abdel Fattah al-Sisi,
whose position has been the focus of anger for
protesters in Sudan.

The United States has led condemnation of
the military’s October 25 takeover, which inter-
rupted a fragile transition to democracy in which
power was being shared with a civilian govern-
ment. Washington immediately froze $700 mil-
lion in economic support that was in the pipeline
for Sudan. Sudan has also faced pressure from
the African Union, which suspended the country
until “the effective restoration of the civilian-led
transitional authority.”

President Joe Biden has made promotion of
democracy a key part of his diplomatic agenda
after his predecessor Donald Trump courted au-
tocratic leaders. Secretary of State Antony
Blinken spoke by telephone last week with ousted
Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok. State Depart-
ment spokesman Ned Price said Wednesday that
US diplomats have also spoken to Sudan’s mili-
tary and “left no ambiguity whatsoever” about
demands to restore Hamdok’s government. US of-
ficials said that the United Arab Emirates holds
particular influence in Sudan and helped per-
suade top general Abdel Fattah Al-Burhan to re-
lease Hamdok to house arrest. — AFP 


